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We present results from a Guided Random Walk Monte Carlo simulation of

the light (q = u, d) q2_2 system in a Coulomb-plus-linear quark potential model
using an Intel iPSC/860 hypercube. We find evidence for no bound states below

the vector-vector threshold in the (J,I) = (2,2) and (2,0) sectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The possible existence of light four-quark resonances (q2_2, also referred to

as baryonia) was first suggested in studies of duality diagrams 1 in the late 1960s.

Through the 1970s other models, including the MIT bag model 2 and potential

models" with truncated color degrees of freedom, predicted that a rich spectrum

of four-quark resonances should exist. This was not verified experimentally. The

unphysical feature of these models was that they did not allow "fall-apart" decays 3,

so that the four-quark system was not allowed to dissociate into two separate qg/

mesons. The models themselves imposed binding on the four quarks, which forced

them to remain in a single hadron and generated a tower of excited states. It now

appears likely that most q2_2 systems actually do spontaneously dissociate into

free meson pairs.

There is however experimental evidence for two multiquark morons. The

f0(975) and a0(980) jRr = 0++ resonances, which were discovered in the early

1960s 4, cannot easily be described as qq states. These states were unusual because

they were just below K ii threshold and coupled more strongly to strange final

1Presented at "Hadron '91", the 4th International Conference on Hadron Spectroscopy, Col-
lege Park, Maryland (12-16 August 1991).



states than to nonstrange states, contrary to expectations for :_72(u_:k dd) 3p0 qq
mesons. Following early suggestions by Jaffe and Johnson s that these migllt be
four-quark baryonium states, Weinstein and Isgur 6 applied a nonrelativistic quark

potential model z variationally to the four-quark system in spin-0, isospin-0 and -1

sectors, which led them to suggesi that the f0(975) and a0(980) are loosely-bound

K/-( states. Weinstein and Isgur also found that the light q2_2system in the spin-0
sector had no excited metastable states above these "K[_ molecules" other than

the two-meson continuum, which is consistent with the experimental absence of

other four-quark states.
In the next section we briefly describe the QCD-inspired nonrelativistic quark

potential model, following which we present our new Monte Carlo results for q2_2
sectors which have not previously been studied in detail.

II. THE HAMILTONIAN

We employ a QCD-inspired quark potential model _,1°, with the Hamiltonian

4 p2 ij ijH = _-_.(rn, + + _(V'J_ I + V_fl). (1)
i=1 2mi _ i<j

Here

ij 3 _ "-*

V_o_I = -(C + -_ b r,j) F, . Fj (2)

contains constant and linear confining terms, and

vii J]] ij i j ij= V3o,,t+ v;.,,,+ V.o (3)
is a one-gluon-exchange term with

ij _ s -" "v&,,,= -- F, . Fj (4)
vii

and

mi mj

We use the following parameter values, which were taken from a fit to light meson

spectroscopyV:

mi =m = 0.375 GeV (6)

C =-0.4358 GeV

b = 0.781 GeV/fm

a, = 0.857

ab] = 0.84

_hI =3.55 fm -_,
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where C_h/and ehf are strength and inverse length parameters for the Gaussian 6

we use for a hyperfine "5-function". We neglect the tensor and spin-orbit terms,• .

l/t7. and V5ii, because their contribution to a dominantly S-wave ground state is

cxpected to be much smaller than that of the spin-spin term.

Here we consider only light u and d quarks in the equal-mass limit. We must

construct totally antisymmetric four-quark states, which are products of color (C),

spin (X), flavor (¢), and spatial (¢) wavefunctions. Each carries a subscript S or
A, which denotes a symmetric or antisymmetric state under exchange of quarks

(labelled 1 and 2) or antiquarks (labelled 3 and 4). The color wavefunctions are

fixed given that the overall state must be a color singlet; we use the orthogonal
color basis (CA, Cs) = ([g12334), [612934)) in which the fermion symmetry is explicit

(see Figure 1). For the total spin J = 2 state with no orbital excitation, the spin

wavefunction is the totally symmetric spin-2 state Xs formed from the four spin-½
fermions. We use only the I = 0 and I = 2 flavor wavefunctions; there is only one

I = 2 flavor wavefunction (¢_=2) and two for I = 0 (¢_=o and ¢IA=°).

qi q4 qx q4

q2 q3 q2 q3

(1312334),16x=634))

FIG. 1. Color bases.

The spatial wavefunction ¢(_, _, _) has definite symmetry in _ a,d _ under

identical fermion exchange. Figure 2 shows the definition of our coordinates. The

separation between the center-of-mass coordinates of a qq pair is given by the

coordinate g (or y_);if the two-meson system is unbound, then the expected g or

must diverge.

ql q4 qx q4 ql q4

} l -- II.,4

_, Y _,

q3 q2 q3 q2 q2 q3

FIG. 2. Spatial coordinates.
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The IIamiltonian (1) is simulated using tile guided random walk (GRW)
Monte Carlo algorithm introduced by Barnes, Daniell, and Storey*'. The ear-

lier versions of GRW considered systems having either continuous** or discrete .2
degrees of freedom but did not consider systems with both in the same Ha,nil-

tonian (for a summary of both versions see Barnesla). We use a modified GRW

algorithm x4 which allows the simulation of systems having both types of state

labels. Note that this algorithm is applicable to Hamiltonians with both posi-

tive and negative off-diagonal matrix elements, which characteristically occur in

dynamical fermion problems.

III.RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The ground-state energy of the four-quark system in the (J,I) - (2,2) and

(2, 0) sectors was found to be

Eo(2,2)= 1551.94-0.4MeV (7)

and

E0(2, 0) = 1550.3 4- 0.7 MeV, (8)

which equals the energy of two free mesons to within _ 1 MeV. The energy of two
free mesons with our parameters i_

E0(two free mesons) -- 1550.8 MeV. (9)

Thus we find evidence for no bound states of two light vector mesons in the

nonrelativistic quark potential model in the channels studied (J = 2; I = 2 pp
and I = 0 oaw/p, p), to within our accuracy of _ 1 MeV. Our result for the

(J,I) = (2,2) sector is consistent with the lattice QCD results of Y.G.Liang et
al 8 .

In future work we hope to estimate an equivalent potential between vector
meson pairs, which should be useful in the study of final state interactions in these

systems. We also hope to extent this GRW Monte Carlo study to the (J, I) = (0, 2)

and (0, 0) sectors and to study systems with strange (and heavier) quarks.
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